
LUGGAGE 
Sometimes a little added storage capacity is 

just what you need to make your ride more 

enjoyable. Rain gear, extra clothing and basic 

supplies are easy to take along when you add 

luggage to your bike.
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662 LUGGAGE
 

LOCKING QUICK-RELEASE 
MOUNTING STRAPS
Convenient straps simplify installation and 
removal and provide a secure no-shift fi t.

UV-RESISTANT FINISH
Solution-dyed during fabric production for 
long-life UV-resistance even when exposed to 
the sun’s harshest rays.

DURABLE BALLISTIC NYLON
1680 denier ballistic polyester material 
maintains its sturdy shape and protects your 
belongings for the long haul.

REFLECTIVE TRIM
Refl ective trim adds an extra touch of 
visibility to other motorists.

ORANGE INTERIOR
Orange interior fabric makes it easy to 
see bag contents in almost any light.

OVERSIZE HANDLES
Soft-touch ergonomic handle is shaped 
for eff ortless transport to and from 
the bike.

GLOVE-FRIENDLY ZIPPER PULLS
Ergonomically contoured rubberized 
zipper pulls are large and glove-friendly 
for on-the-go bag access.

INTEGRATED RAIN COVER
Features elastic bungee cord with a 
barrel lock tensioner to keep cover 
securely fastened over the luggage. 
Cover features a refl  ective Bar & Shield 
logo for enhanced visibility.

2-YEAR
HARLEY-DAVIDSON®

WARRANTY

 ONYX™ PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION
Designed by riders for riders, the Onyx™ Premium Luggage Collection is constructed from heavy-weight,
UV-stable ballistic nylon that will protect your belongings from the elements while maintaining their
shape and color so they look as good off  the bike as on.

SECURE MOLLE MOUNTING SYSTEM
The versatile MOLLE (Modular Lightweight Load-
Carrying Equipment) mounting system allows for 
modular pouch attachment. Slip-resistant bottom 
keeps the bag in place on your bike.

Model Family Fitment:

 V-ROD SPORTSTER DYNA

 SOFTAIL TOURING

 LUGGAGE 663
 Touring Bags

 ONYX™ PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION
Designed by riders for riders, the Onyx  Premium Luggage 
Collection provides everything you need in motorcycle 
luggage and nothing you don’t. Made of premium 1680 denier, 
UV-stable ballistic polyester material, these bags will stand up 
to the toughest road and weather conditions and won’t fade 
through years of use. All bags in the collection feature water-
resistant zippers with rubber Harley-Davidson® branded, 
glove-friendly zipper pulls for easy open and close, a burnt 
orange interior that allows you to see the bag’s contents in 
almost any light, a plethora of internal and external pockets to 
make organization easy, MOLLE-style webbing for easy modu-
lar pouch attachment and reflective piping to provide visibil-
ity to other motorists. Abrasion-resistant non-slip material on 
the bottom of each bag ensures your bag stays put, and each 
bag includes a rain cover featuring an elastic hem and barrel 
lock mechanism so the cover can be cinched tight ensuring it 
stays in place at highway speeds. All Onyx Collection Premium 
Luggage features a limited two-year warranty. See Dealer for 
details.

A. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION
TOURING BAG
The Onyx Collection Touring Bag is perfect for long-haul trips. 
This bag features a separate top compartment to keep your 
shoes separate from your clothes, a main compartment that 
can store enough jeans and T-shirts for a two-week trip and 
the main compartment lid features removable lid straps that 
keep the top compartment from falling forward or back when 
loading the main compartment. The large front pocket holds 
keys, pens, documents and small electronics. The two outer 
pockets at the top of the bag are perfect for eyewear storage, 
while the two large lower exterior pockets are perfect for stor-
ing rain gear. Dimensions: 19.2” W x 12.7” D x 20.5” T Capacity: 
3,500 cubic inches 

93300103  
Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest pad. 
Luggage rack required if not mounting on passenger pillion. 
Does not fit XR1200, XR1200X, FXDRS, and XG models.

B. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
WEEKENDER BAG
The Onyx Collection Weekender Bag is ideal for around town 
use or a weekend getaway. This backpack-style bag has a 
cavernous main compartment that is large enough for a 
pair of boots or shoes, a change of clothes, an extra jacket or 
sweatshirt and extra gloves and hats. It also features a padded 
laptop compartment and two additional padded pockets for 
small electronics. The bag also features two outer top pock-
ets, one that is felt lined for eyewear storage, a draw-bridge 
style front compartment for storing pens and documents and, 
four additional side pockets that are great for storing phone 
chargers, keys and other small items. The bag’s rigid structure 
ensures its shape is maintained, even when the bag is empty, 
and the attached mounting straps conveniently tuck away into 
a built-in storage pouch for a clean look. This bag also features 
padded backpack straps and raised back padding to make 
carrying the bag to and from your bike a comfortable prop-
osition. Dimensions: 18” W x 11.5” D x 18” T Capacity: 1,800 
cubic inches

93300105  
Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest pad. 
Luggage rack required if not mounting on passenger pillion. 
Does not fit XR1200, XR1200X, FXDRS, and XG models.

C. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION DAY BAG
This compact Day Bag is perfect for your daily work commute 
or a short day trip. The main compartment is great for storing 
a sweatshirt, a pair of shoes, a rain suit, gloves or caps. Interior 
mesh zip pocket holds keys or small electronics. The rigid 
structure of the bag ensures it keeps its shape, even when 
empty and the detachable, padded shoulder strap makes the 
bag easy to carry. Dimensions: 16.75" W x 9" D x 9" T. Capacity: 
1,000 cubic inches

93300104  
Fits models equipped with Luggage Racks, with or without a 
Sissy Bar Upright, and Tour-Pak Luggage Racks (except Mini 
Rack P/N 53100-95). Does not fit XG750A models. 
Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest pad.  
Luggage rack required if not mounting on passenger pillion..

A. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION TOURING BAG

C. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION DAY BAG

B. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION WEEKENDER BAG
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 Onyx™ Premium Luggage Collection

A. ONYX™ PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION TOUR-PAK® 
RACK BAG
The Tour-Pak® Rack Bag is designed to fit atop most Tour-
Pak Luggage Racks, this bag provides the additional stor-
age you need for long trips. The main compartment features 
three mesh pockets for easy organization while also providing 
enough space to stow clothes for a short trip. Outside the bag, 
the top zip pocket is fleece lined for protective eyewear stor-
age while the front, back and side pockets are great for stor-
ing gloves and organizing keys, cords and your phone charger. 
Dual side-carry handles, a stowable rubber top carry handle 
and a detachable shoulder strap make off bike transport easy. 
Rigid construction insures the bag keeps its shape, even when 
empty. Dimensions: 24” W x 14” D x 10.4” T. Capacity: 2,600 
cubic inches

93300123  
Fits models equipped with Tour-Pak Luggage Racks (except 
FLRT and FLHXXX or Mini Rack P/N 53100-96).

B. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
COLLAPSIBLE TOUR-PAK RACK BAG
This Collapsible Rack Bag is similar to our other premium Tour-
Pak Rack Bags, with the added benefit that it can be folded 
down to a fraction of its expanded size and placed in a saddle-
bag when not in use. Take it with you on your trip and bring 
home all the T-shirts and extra things you may buy at a rally 
or on a long trip. The Collapsible Tour-Pak Rack Bag comes 
with a removable shoulder strap for easy transport from the 
bike to your hotel. Dimensions: 20" W x 14" D x 9" T. Capacity: 
2,600 cubic inches

93300124  
Fits models equipped with Tour-Pak Luggage Racks (except 
FLRT and FLHXXX or Mini Rack P/N 53100-96).

C. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION TAIL BAG
Great for daily commutes or for extra storage anytime, this Tail 
Bag provides the space you need. The main compartment is 
large enough to store a half helmet, rain gear or extra layers, 
while zipped side pockets are large enough to hold gloves or 
small electronic devices. The Tail Bag mounts to a passenger 
pillion and has locking, quick-release clasps for easy on and 
off the bike. The sturdy top handle and detachable shoulder 
strap make it easy to carry the bag to and from your motorcy-
cle. Dimensions: 17.5” W x 12” D x 10.4” T. Capacity: 970 cubic 
inches

93300106  
Fits passenger pillions on most models. Does not fit Touring, 
Trike or Street™ models. Does not fit most ’18-later Softail 
models (except FLHC, FLHCS and FXDRS models). FXDRS 
models require separate purchase of Bungee Bars P/N 
50300233.

D. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION RIDER 
BACKREST PAD
This optional Rider Backrest Pad provides additional rider 
comfort and support by fastening to the front of other Onyx 
Collection Luggage. The expandable design, featuring two-
piece foam, allows you to adjust it for just the right amount of 
support. Made of solution-dyed material for exceptional abra-
sion and UV resistance, it never fades and continues to look 
great for years.

93300125  
For use with Premium Luggage Collection Touring Bag, 
Weekender Bag and Rolling Touring Bag.

E. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION TANK BAG
Designed by riders for riders, the Onyx Premium Luggage 
Collection is the best luggage Harley-Davidson has to offer 
and, provides everything you need in motorcycle luggage and 
nothing you don’t. The Tank Bag is designed specifically for 
Softail® model motorcycles and keeps small items and must-
haves, including a mobile device, close at hand. Dimensions: 
12.4 ” Wx 4.75” D x 9.5” T Capacity: 420 cubic inches

93300159  
Fits ’18-later Softail models (except FLSB, FXLR, FLSB, 
FXDRS and ’20-’21 FXLRS).

 LUGGAGE 665
 Onyx Premium Luggage Collection

F. ONYX™ PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION BACKSEAT 
ROLLER BAG
This Backseat Roller Bag has everything a solo rider needs 
to rule the road. Unmatched durability, effortless transport 
and immense storage space. With its locking push-button 
handle that extends to 20.5” and smooth-rolling skateboard 
wheels, moving gear from bike to bunk has never been easier. 
The massive main compartment can carry weeks of clothes 
for your grand tour and features a large elastic pouch and 
zippered mesh pocket to organize the rest of your riding 
essentials. Two outer stash pockets store sunglasses, rain 
gear and electronics with ease, and the external bungee 
keeps coats and bedrolls secured. Compatible with the Onyx™ 
Premium Luggage Collection Rider Backrest Pad for long-
haul comfort and support. Dimensions: 16" W x 13" D x 18" T. 
Capacity: 3,200 cubic inches

93300126  
Fits ’14-later Touring and Tri Glide® models equipped with a 
King Tour-Pak®. Tour-Pak luggage carrier must be equipped 
with luggage rack on top for proper installation. 

G. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION FLY AND 
RIDE BAG
 Designed by riders for riders, the Onyx Premium Luggage 
Collection is the best luggage Harley-Davidson has to offer 
and provides everything you need in motorcycle luggage and 
nothing you don’t. The Fly and Ride Bag will breeze through 
airport security and is designed to be an ideal carry-on bag 
for the rider flying to meet their bike, or taking off on any 
adventure.

 Locking-push button handle that extends by 16” to a height 
of 38.25” and smooth-rolling skateboard wheels make this 
bag easy to handle in the airport  Designed to fit in most 
commercial aircraft overhead bins for easy travel  Fold-out 
TSA-approved padded sleeve accommodates 15” laptop plus 
a separate tablet sleeve  Rollers designed not to scuff seat 
when mounted to sissy bar  Water-resistant zippers with 
rubber Harley-Davidson branded, glove-friendly pulls for easy 
open and close  High-contrast orange interior makes it easy 
to see bag contents in almost any light and a plethora of inter-
nal and external pockets and an adjustable shelf make orga-
nization easy  MOLLE-style webbing for easy modular pouch 
attachment  Abrasion-resistant, non-slip bottom keeps the 
bag in place. Dimensions: (approximate): 14" W x 9" D x 22" H 
Capacity (approximate): 2450 CI

93300158  
Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest pad. 
Luggage rack required if not mounting on passenger pillion. 
Does not fit XR1200, XR1200X, FXDRS, and XG models.

Model Family Fitment:

 V-ROD SPORTSTER DYNA

 SOFTAIL TOURING

F. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
BACKSEAT ROLLER BAG

F. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
BACKSEAT ROLLER BAG

G. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION
FLY AND RIDE BAG

F. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
BACKSEAT ROLLER BAG

G. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION
FLY AND RIDE BAG

G. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION
FLY AND RIDE BAG

B. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION COLLAPSIBLE TOUR-PAK RACK BAG

D. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
RIDER BACKREST BAG

C. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION 
TAIL BAG

E. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION TANK BAG

A. ONYX PREMIUM LUGGAGE COLLECTION TOUR-PAK RACK BAG
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 Overwatch Luggage

OVERWATCH BAGS
These tactical-style bags are great for everyday use on 
or off the bike. Constructed from 1680 denier, UV-stable, 
PVC-backed water-resistant nylon featuring water-resistant 
zippers, these bags stand up to the toughest of weather. Hi-vis 
orange interiors make the bags’ contents visible even in low 
light. All Overwatch Bags feature either quick-release, locking 
buckle or, a MOLLE-style mounting system with hook and loop 
fasteners for easy attachment to and removal from your bike.

A. OVERWATCH DRY BAG
Keep your gear dry with the Overwatch Dry Bag. This water-
resistant bag has a large main compartment that features a roll 
top design with easy-to-use quick-release buckle closures and 
abrasion-resistant non-slip material on the bottom. Two outer 
zip pockets are great for storing smaller items. MOLLE-style 
attachment system on the bag’s top make it easy to attach 
small pouches to this bag and the convenient centered handle 
make for easy transport to and from your bike. Dimensions: 
11.5" D x 19" T. Luggage capacity: 2,000 cubic inches.

93300119  
Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest pad. 
Luggage rack required if not mounting on passenger pillion. 
Does not fit XG luggage racks. Does not fit with ’18-later short 
Softail® passenger uprights.

B. OVERWATCH LARGE SISSY BAR BAG
This Sissy Bar Bag features a cavernous main compart-
ment large enough to accommodate enough clothes for a 
long weekend trip and a hook and loop closure that rolls and 
clips to keep water out. Sunglasses and other small items fit 
conveniently in the small front pocket while the draw-bridge 
style outer pocket features two removeable tool pouches 
(tools not included) which can also be used to organize cords 
and keys. An elasticized side pouch fits a large water bottle. 
Back and side handles make for easy transport once the bag 
is detached from the bike. Dimensions: 14" W x 7" D x 20" T. 
Luggage capacity: 2,000 cubic inches.

93300120  
Installation requires a sissy bar upright and backrest pad. 
Luggage rack required if not mounting on passenger pillion. 
Does not fit XG luggage racks. Does not fit with ’18-later short 
Softail passenger uprights.

C. OVERWATCH LARGE HANDLEBAR BAG
The roomy Overwatch Large Handlebar Bag is the ultimate 
in style and practicality. This bag features a removable top 
compartment with a clear plastic touchscreen pouch that is 
perfect for holding your phone or GPS. The top pouch also 
has a zippered compartment that is perfect for storing your 
wallet and keys. The larger main compartment features one 
zip and one mesh pocket for organization. Adjustable quick-
release buckles and MOLLE-style mounting system with hook 
and loop straps make for easy attachment. Six multi-fit hook-
and-loop mounting straps are included. Dimensions: 4.5" W x 
9.5" D x 7" T. Luggage capacity: 250 cubic inches.

93300122  
Fits Original Equipment and Accessory risers that are 2" or 
taller. Does not fit XL models if equipped with triple clamp-
integrated risers and 4" diameter riser-mounted 
speedometers. Does not fit with windshields.

D. OVERWATCH SMALL HANDLEBAR BAG
The Overwatch Small Handlebar Bag is perfect for packing 
essential items. This bag features one main interior pocket 
that is the perfect place to put your phone, wallet and keys 
while riding your motorcycle. MOLLE-style web system with 
hook and loop straps allow for versatile bag attachment. Six 
hook-and-loop mounting straps are included. Dimensions: 6" 
W x 8" D x 2.5" T. Luggage capacity: 100 cubic inches.

93300121  
Fits Original Equipment and Accessory risers that are 2" or 
taller. Does not fit XL models if equipped with triple clamp-
integrated risers and 4" diameter riser-mounted 
speedometers. Fits with some windshields.

 LUGGAGE 667
 Travel-Paks

E. WAXED CANVAS BACKPACK
The thick, solution-dyed, waxed canvas construction and the 
heavy-gauge leather on the bottom give it a unique look and 
character. It features an interior padded laptop sleeve, to 
securely stow your laptop computer (up to 15"). The roll-top 
design has simple, easy-to-use buckles for secure closure. 
A water-resistant, high-contrast orange liner makes it easy 
to find things inside, while the wide, comfortable backpack 
straps (with sternum strap) provide all-day comfort.

93300117  
Installation on bike requires a sissy bar upright and backrest 
pad or luggage rack.

F. WAXED CANVAS MESSENGER BAG
The thick, solution-dyed, waxed canvas construction and the 
heavy-gauge leather on the bottom give it a unique look and 
character. It features an interior padded laptop sleeve, to 
securely stow your laptop computer (up to 15"). The roll-top 
design has simple, easy-to-use buckles for secure closure. 
A water-resistant, high-contrast orange liner makes it easy 
to find things inside, while the comfortable, messenger-
style shoulder strap and stabilizer strap provide long-lasting 
comfort and style.

93300116  
Installation on bike requires a sissy bar upright and backrest 
pad or luggage rack.

G. HDMC™ MESSENGER BAG
The soft and flexible sling bag features a padded shoulder 
strap with a cross-chest stabilizer strap that securely holds 
the bag in place across your back. Or you can secure the bag 
to the sissy bar with the wide adjustable hook-and-loop flap 
and quick release tabs. The exterior of the bag features a 
newspaper pocket, a side pocket and bold stenciled HDMC™ 
graphics. Behind the wide flap, the water-resistant inner cavity 
features a 10" x 15"padded laptop compartment, a padded 
tablet pocket and separate pockets to store cell phones, pens, 
glasses and more. Dimensions: 19.0" W x 3.5" D x 13.5" T.

93300099 Black/Silver. 
Installation requires a sissy bar upright, backrest pad and 
luggage rack (if not mounting on passenger pillion).

H. PREMIUM TRAVEL-PAKS
This collection of fitted luggage provides convenient stor-
age for your next long ride. The bags are manufactured of 
water-resistant ballistic nylon that matches the premium 
luggage collection. The exterior features comfortable carrying 
handles, heavy-duty glove-friendly zippers, a zippered pocket 
and D-rings for optional carrying straps. The padded interior 
features a variety of convenient storage pockets and plenty 
of open storage. Saddlebag right-hand bag features an inter-
nal padded laptop pocket and plenty of smart storage spaces.

93300072 King Tour-Pak®. 
Fits ’93-later Touring and Trike models equipped with King 
Tour-Pak luggage.
93300070 Hard Saddlebags. 
Fits ’93-later Touring models equipped with hard saddlebags. 
Sold in pairs.

I. SADDLEBAG TRAVEL-PAKS
The Travel-Pak bags feature two-way zippers for easy access, 
and embossed Bar & Shield patches for style.

93300107 Saddlebags. 
Fits ’18-later FLHC and FLHCS models with Original 
Equipment saddlebags. Also fits FLDE models equipped with 
Softail Deluxe Rigid Mount Saddl ebags P/N 90201558.
93300110 Saddlebags. 
Fits ’18-’21 FLSB and ’22-later FXLRST models.
53605-97 King Tour-Pak. 
Fits ’93-later Touring and Trike models equipped with King 
and Ultra Tour-Pak luggage.
91885-97A Hard Saddlebags. 
Fits ’93-later Touring models equipped with Color-Matched 
Hard Saddlebags and ’09-’17 VRSCF models equipped with 
Rigid Saddlebags P/N 91172-09. Sold in pairs.
91887-98 Leather Saddlebags. (not shown) 
Fits ’98-’19 FLHRC and FLHRS models. Sold in pairs.

G. HDMC MESSENGER BAG – BLACK/SILVER H. PREMIUM TRAVEL-PAK – KING TOUR-PAK

I. TRAVEL-PAKS – SADDLEBAGS
(93300107 SHOWN)

H. PREMIUM TRAVEL-PAK – SADDLEBAGS

I. TRAVEL-PAK – KING TOUR-PAK
(53605-97 SHOWN)

I. TRAVEL-PAK – HARD SADDLEBAGS
(91885-97A SHOWN) 

F. WAXED CANVAS MESSENGER BAGE. WAXED CANVAS BACK PACK

Model Family Fitment:

 V-ROD SPORTSTER DYNA

 SOFTAIL TOURING

C. OVERWATCH LARGE HANDLEBAR BAG D. OVERWATCH SMALL HANDLEBAR BAG

A. OVERWATCH DRY BAG

B. OVERWATCH SISSY BAR BAG
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 Small Bags

D. WINDSHIELD BAGS

B. BLACK STANDARD LINE 
SISSY BAR/SOLO BAG

C. BLACK STANDARD LINE TOOL BAG

A. BLACK STANDARD LINE HANDLEBAR BAG

 BLACK STANDARD LINE BAGS
Made of ultra-durable leather-like synthetic featuring a 
debossed H-D #1 logo, the Black Standard Line Sissy Bar and 
Tool Bags have a simple, black on black style that comple-
ments many styling directions and budgets. An internal rein-
forcement system maintains the bag’s shape over time. The 

“MOLLE-style” system of mounting loops accommodate hook 
and loop straps and allow for multiple mounting locations 
and orientations. The bags feature either matte black enamel 
buckles with hidden quick-detach buckles underneath or a 
hook and loop flap closure.

A. BLACK STANDARD LINE HANDLEBAR BAG
Made of ultra-durable leather-like synthetic, this Handlebar 
Bag is great for holding eyeglasses, toll passes and other small 
items you need within an arm’s reach. Straight and 90 degree 
mounting loops make for versatile mounting to your bike. 
Internal capacity: 125CI. Carrying capacity: 2.5 lbs.

93300112 
Fits risers/handlebars without riser-mounted gauges. Does 
not fit 100th Anniversary logo windshields or Road Tech™ 
Riser Mount Radio.

B. BLACK STANDARD LINE SISSY BAR/SOLO BAG
This Sissy Bar Bag features quick-release buckles to get you 
in and out of the bag fast. Great for storing a light jacket, 
sunscreen, gloves and glasses. Bag measures 8" x 10.5" x 
3.25". Internal capacity: 260CI Carrying capacity: 5 lbs.

93300114 

C. BLACK STANDARD LINE TOOL BAG
This Tool Bag features decorative, black enamel buckles under 
which are quick-release buckles for easy access and can be 
mounted to various parts of the bike including the sissybar  
or a luggage rack. This Tool Bag is constructed to handle the 
weight of tools. The bag measures: 5.25" in diameter x 11" long. 
Internal capacity: 165CI. Carrying capacity: 5 lbs.

93300113 

D. WINDSHIELD BAGS
Ideal for storing cell phones, sunglasses and other small items, 
these easy-to-install bags are available in a wide variety of 
styles to suit your customizing direction.

Fits King-Size and Compact windshields (except FXSTD, 
Flame and Skull with Wings). Does not fit 100th Anniversary 
logo windshields, models equipped with handlebar mount 
gauges or Road Tech Riser Mount Radio. Also fits ’15-later 
FLRT windshields.

 1. FAT BOY® WINDSHIELD BAG WITH CONCHO
56626-99 

 2. WINDSHIELD BAG FOR SOFTAIL® DELUXE MODELS
57207-05A 

 3. LEATHER WITH BAR & SHIELD LOGO
58298-87 

 4. EMBOSSED BAR & SHIELD LOGO LEATHER
58308-95 

 5. ROAD KING® CLASSIC LEATHER WINDSHIELD BAG
58189-98 

1

3

5

2

4

Model Family Fitment:

 V-ROD SPORTSTER DYNA

 SOFTAIL TOURING

 LUGGAGE 669
 Windshield Bags

E. THREE-POCKET WINDSHIELD POUCH
Add convenient storage space up front where you need it. This 
easy-to-install windshield pouch features three easily acces-
sible storage pockets sized for cell phones, glasses and other 
small items. The center pouch is accented with an embossed 
Harley-Davidson script for a finishing touch.

58904-03  
Fits King-Size (except Heritage Springer™ and Rigid-Mount 
King Size) and Road King® windshields (except Wind 
Deflector and Adjustable Height).

F.  TWO-POCKET WINDSHIELD POUCH
Add convenient storage space up front where you need it. This 
easy-to-install windshield pouch features two easily accessi-
ble storage pockets sized for cell phones, glasses and other 
small items. Hook-and-loop closures allow easy one-handed 
opening. Both pouches are accented with an embossed 
Harley-Davidson logo for a finishing touch.

57203-07  
Fits King-Size or Compact windshields. Does not fit FXDWG, 
FLSTSB or FXSTD models. Does not fit Rigid-Mount, Super 
Sport, Nostalgic or Flamed windshields.

G. HANDLEBAR/FORK BAGS
Constructed of durable synthetic leather with embossed H-D 
Eagle Wing logo. Looks great on sissy bar uprights, handlebars 
and front forks. 

If used in front fork application, fits ’93-’17 FXDWG and ’84-’17 
FLSTC models. Also fits ’82-’89 FXR with additional purchase 
of Directional Relocation Kit P/N 90504-82A.

91743-87T 11-inch length. 
91744-87T 8-inch length. 

H. SOFT LEATHER HANDLEBAR/FORK BAG
Features include embroidered logos, full-length hook-and-
loop closure over zipper and plush nylon pile inside lining. 
Features silver Harley-Davidson logo.

91773-85  
If used in front fork application, fits ’93-’17 FXDWG and ’84-
’17 FLSTC models. Also fits ’82-’89 FXR with additional 
purchase of Directional Relocation Kit P/N 90504-82A.

E. THREE-POCKET WINDSHIELD POUCH

F. TWO-POCKET WINDSHIELD POUCH

G. HANDLEBAR/FORK BAGS H. SOFT LEATHER HANDLEBAR/FORK BAG
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 Storage

A. RIDER CUP HOLDER
Shaped to blend with the contours of your Harley-Davidson® 
motorcycle, this unique cup holder is easy to reach with-
out cluttering the handlebar. The attractive chrome mount 
securely attaches to the frame downtube and sweeps rear-
ward to support the cup holder. The soft-touch insulated 
holder flexes to grip the beverage and features a perforated 
bottom to drain away rain water. Kit includes model-specific 
clamp, support rod, cup holder and all required mounting 
hardware. 

50700001  
Fits ’09-later Touring and Trike models. Does not fit ’14-later 
models equipped with Fairing Lowers.

B. BUNGEE CORD SOFT-HOOK EXTENSIONS
Keep your luggage firmly in place. Simply loop these soft-
hook extensions around your luggage rack bar and you have 
a secure connection point for bungee hooks. Manufactured 
from a strong but flexible material, the soft-hook extensions 
provide convenient connection points anywhere around the 
luggage rack. When tightly secured around the rack bar, these 
soft-hook extensions will not slide, reducing the potential for 
luggage shift during transit.

52300140 Set of 4. 
For use on all luggage racks with rails up to .75" diameter.

C. BLACK CARGO NETS
These versatile nets feature vinyl-coated attaching hooks to 
hold your cargo securely. For helmets, small packages, etc. 
Works great with chrome bungee nuts.

97008-07 12.0" x 12.0" – 4 hook. 
98170-88T 15.0" x 15.0" – 6 hook. 
98169-88T 18.0" x 18.0" – 6 hook. 

D. BLACK BUNGEE CORDS
98196-85T 18.0" length. 
98197-85T 24.0" length. 
98198-85T 30.0" length. 
98199-85T 24.0" length – 4 hook. 

E. CHROME BUNGEE NUTS
98185-90T .375" – 16 thread. (pair) 

A. RIDER CUP HOLDER

E. CHROME BUNGEE NUTS

B. BUNGEE CORD SOFT-HOOK EXTENSIONS

D. BLACK BUNGEE CORDS

C. BLACK CARGO NET
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F. MUSIC PLAYER TANK POUCH
This portable music system pouch is designed for motorcy-
cle use. The neoprene jacket offers hardcore protection for 
your portable music device, while the built-in magnets hold 
the pouch securely to the fuel tank. The clear play-through 
window permits touchscreen control and the anti-skid inte-
rior allows the pouch to accommodate players of various 
sizes. The clamshell design makes inserting your player into 
the pouch quick and easy and the double zipper allows for 
headphone and output cables to exit the pouch at any point 
on top, bottom or one side of the pouch. Simply plug in your 
headphones or connect your in-dash Advanced Audio Radio 
with an auxiliary cable or iPod® Interface and enjoy your music 
collection. Works well with many MP3 and other personal 
music players, but should not be used with hard-disk memory 
players. Window measurement: 2.25" W x 4.0" H.

76000193  
Fits models with steel fuel tanks or airbox covers.

G. DECORATIVE SPOTS
Make your own personal styling statement by identifying 
your leather jacket, cap, saddlebags, sissy bar bag, etc., with 
Decorative Spots that are made of rustproof, nickel-plated 
solid brass. Package quantity 1.

 Decorative Chrome Spots
93024-88 Round .50". 

 Decorative Road King® Black Jeweled Spot
93036-95 Matches FLHR models. 

 Decorative Heritage Chrome Spot
93037-09 Matches FLSTC models. 

H. SADDLEBAG STRAP REPAIR KIT
Features rivets and washers required for saddlebag strap 
repair. Kit includes 16 rivets (4 sizes) and 16 washers.

88272-06  

I. DECORATIVE CONCHOS
Stylish Harley-Davidson® conchos can customize anything, 
from saddlebags and seats to tank pouches and tool bags. 
Includes Rosette & Lacing Strap.

91877-97 Package quantity 1. 

J. HARLEY-DAVIDSON®/U.S.A. CUSTOM CONCHO
Conchos are polished, nickel-plated and identified with 
a recessed Harley-Davidson Motorcycles – U.S.A. logo in 
contrasting black. Attaches securely with a tie wrap. Rosette 
& Lacing Strap sold separately.

91857-91 Package quantity 1. 

Shown with:
 LEATHER ROSETTE AND LACING STRAP FOR

HARLEY-DAVIDSON/U.S.A. CUSTOM CONCHO
Available in black, these leather accents can be used when 
attaching H-D® custom conchos.

91722-04 Package quantity 1.  

F. MUSIC PLAYER TANK POUCH F. MUSIC PLAYER TANK POUCH

G. DECORATIVE SPOTS H. SADDLEBAG STRAP REPAIR KIT

I. DECORATIVE CONCHOS J. HARLEY-DAVIDSON/U.S.A. CUSTOM
CONCHO AND LEATHER ROSETTE AND 

LACING STRAP

Heritage 
Chrome

Black 
Jeweled

Chrome

Model Family Fitment:

 V-ROD SPORTSTER DYNA

 SOFTAIL TOURING
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A. PREMIUM AMERICAN FLAG KIT

A. PREMIUM AMERICAN FLAG KIT
Proudly display Old Glory with this Premium Flag and Mast 
Kit. The redesigned chrome-plated clamp was engineered 
to provide a secure mount to your luggage rack. This 14.0" x 
11.0" nylon flag is sewn with pillow case stitching for added 
durability, and the mast features a rich bullet-shaped finial tip. 
Kit includes American flag, mounting clamp, flag mast and all 
necessary hardware. (Flags are designed for parade use only 
and will not withstand highspeed use.)

61400617  
Fits Air Wing Tour-Pak® Luggage Rack P/N 79179-08, 
53000063 or 50300097, Premium Tour-Pak Luggage Rack 
P/N 53665-87, Contoured Tour-Pak Luggage Rack P/N 
79148-06A and all luggage racks with .5" diameter round 
outer bar.

B. AMERICAN FLAG KIT
Whether showing your patriotism or your love of Harley® 
motorcycles, showing your colors is easier than ever with 
quality flag and mast kits. Flags are made with high-quality 
nylon for durability. Available in sissy bar mount or Tour-Pak® 
Luggage Carrier/Saddlebag mount. (Flags are designed for 
parade use only and will not withstand high-speed use.)

94616-98 Sissy bar. 
Fits Sissy Bars (except Mini and Short Uprights with 
Backrest Pads).
61400206 Tour-Pak Mount. 
Mounts to ’14-later Touring and Tri Glide® models with Color-
Matched Tour-Pak Luggage Carriers. Does not fit Leather 
Tour-Pak Luggage.
94626-98 Tour-Pak/Saddlebag Mount. 
Mounts to ’14-later Touring models with Color-Matched Hard 
Saddlebags, without Tour-Pak Luggage. Does not fit with 
Electra Glo™ Saddlebag Run/Brake/Turn Lights. Also 
mounts to ’14-later Touring models with Color-Matched Tour-
Paks. Does not fit with LED King Tour-Pak Brake/Turn/Tail 
Lamp Kit P/N 67800368. Also mounts to ’93-’13 Touring and 
Trike models equipped with Color-Matched Tour-Pak luggage 
carriers or Hard Saddlebags. Does not fit Leather Tour-Pak 
luggage. Also fits many car and truck roll-down windows.
94625-98 Replacement flag only. 

B. AMERICAN FLAG KIT

Sissy Bar

Tour-Pak Model Family Fitment:

 V-ROD SPORTSTER DYNA

 SOFTAIL TOURING
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C. WOUNDED WARRIOR PROJECT® FLAG KIT
Raise the flag and salute our returning veterans who incurred 
service-connected injuries or illness. Complete flag and mast 
kit is easy to install, and features a flag manufactured with 
high-quality nylon for durability. Available in sissy bar mount or 
Tour-Pak® Luggage Carrier/Saddlebag mount versions. (Flags 
are designed for parade use only and will not withstand high-
speed use.)

61400374 Sissy Bar. 
Fits Sissy Bars (except Mini and Short Uprights with Backrest 
Pads).
61400375 Tour-Pak Mount. 
Mounts to ’14-later Touring and Tri Glide® models with Color-
Matched Tour-Pak Luggage Carriers. Does not fit Leather 
Tour-Pak Luggage.
61400377 Tour-Pak/Saddlebag Mount. 
Mounts to ’14-later Touring models with Color-Matched Hard 
Saddlebags and mounts to ’93-’13 Touring and Trike models 
equipped with Color-Matched Tour-Pak Luggage carriers or 
Hard Saddlebags. Does not fit Leather Tour-Pak luggage. Also 
fits many car and truck roll-down windows.

NOTE: The Wounded Warrior Project (WWP) name and logo 
are trademarks of Wounded Warrior Project Inc., a tax-exempt 
501 (C)(3) nonprofit organization, and are used here with its 
permission.

D. POW/MIA FLAG KIT
Show support for the American POW and MIA military forces 
with this flag and mast kit. Flags are made with high-quality 
nylon for durability. (Flags are designed for parade use only 
and will not withstand high-speed use).

61400205 Tour-Pak Mount. 
Mounts to ’14-later Touring and Tri Glide models with Color-
Matched Tour-Pak Luggage Carriers. Does not fit Leather 
Tour-Pak Luggage.
94901-03 Tour-Pak/Saddlebag Mount. 
Mounts to ’14-later Touring models with Color-Matched Hard 
Saddlebags and mounts to ’93-’13 Touring and Trike models 
equipped with Color-Matched Tour-Pak luggage carriers or 
Hard Saddlebags. Does not fit Leather Tour-Pak luggage. Also 
fits many car and truck roll-down windows.
94902-03 Replacement POW/MIA flag only. 

D. POW/MIA FLAG KIT

C. WOUNDED WARRIOR PROJECT FLAG KIT

Tour-Pak

Sissy BarTour-Pak


